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LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Laws

Judicial 
Interpretations 

of SPC and SPP

Department Rules

National Standards

Civil Code, Criminal Law, Personal Information Protection 
Law, Cybersecurity Law, Data Security Law…

Notice on Legally Punishing Criminal Activities 
Infringing upon the Personal Information of 
Citizens
Interpretation on Several Issues Concerning the 
Application of Law in the Handling of Criminal 
Cases of Infringing on Citizens' Personal 
Information…

Provisions on Protecting the Personal 
Information of Telecommunications and Internet 
Users
Provisions on the Cyber Protection of Children's 
Personal Information…

Personal Information Security Specification,
Security Impact Assessment Guide of Personal 
Information …

Milestone Legislation 

• Cybersecurity Law (“CSL”)
• Data Security Law (“DSL”)
• Personal Information Protection Law 

(“PIPL”)

Foundations in the CSL in 2017, more details 
on data in PIPL and DSL.
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• Cybersecurity Law (“CSL”)
 Ties network operators to cybersecurity protection obligations
 Introduces data localization
 Imposes stricter obligations on critical information infrastructure 

operators

• Data Security Law (“DSL”)
 Focuses on national security
 Defines core data and important data
 Outlines requirements for cross-border data transfers

• Personal Information Protection Law (“PIPL”)
 Primarily about privacy of individuals
 Defines personal information and sensitive personal information
 Regulates their collection, processing, and transfer
 Details on cross-border transfer of personal information

Legislative Updates
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Legislative Updates – Data Security Law (Sept. 1, 2021)

Application scope and jurisdiction

Art. 3 (1) Data refers to any information recorded in 
electronic or other form.

Data

Data 
processing

Art. 3 (2) Data processing includes collection, 
storage, use, processing, transmission, provision 
and disclosure of data.

Data 
security

Art. 3 (3) Data security refers to ensuring that data 
is in a state of effective protection and lawful use 
through adopting necessary measures, and to 
possessing the capacity to ensure a persistent state 
of security.

Territorial 
scope –
Extraterritorial 
jurisdiction

Art. 2 
(1) Data processing activities 
within China; and 
(2) Data processing activities 
outside China that harm the 
national security, public 
interests, or lawful rights and 
interests of citizens and 
organizations in China

China Processing activities within 
China

Processing activities outside 
China

Harm the national 
security, public interests, 
or lawful rights and 
interests of citizens and 
organizations in China
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Legislative Updates – Data Security Law

Data categorization and protection

Art. 21 China will establish a “categorical and hierarchical system” based on the “importance of the 
data in economic and social development as well as the extent of harm to national security, public 
interests, or lawful rights and interests of individuals or organizations that would be caused once 
the data is tampered, destroyed, leaked, or illegally obtained or used.”

Data 
categorization

Important Data
Data related to national security, economic 
development and social public interests. 

Conduct risk assessment on a 
regular basis and submit the risk 
assessment report to the relevant 
competent authority

National Core Data
Data related to national security, the lifeline 
of the national economy, important aspects 
of people’s livelihoods, and major public 
interests.

Stricter management system
A fine of up to RMB 10 million, 
cancellation of business licenses, and 
even criminal penalties
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Legislative Updates – Data Security Law

Systems for data security reviews and export control

Art. 24 The state is to establish a data security 
review system and conduct national security 
reviews for data processing activities that affect or 
may affect national security.

Security review decisions made according to law 
are final decisions.

Data security 
reviews

Export control
Art. 24 The state is to implement export controls in 
accordance with law for data belonging to controlled 
categories in order to safeguard national security 
and interests and fulfill international obligations.
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Legislative Updates – Data Security Law

Restrictions on data transfer to foreign authorities

Evidentiary materials 
relating to criminal 
proceedings 

Security finance

DSL requires domestic 
organizations and individuals to 
obtain approval from the 
competent government 
authorities before providing 
data stored within China to 
foreign judicial and law 
enforcement agencies.

Penalties for violation:

A fine of up to RMB 5 million 
and cancellation of business 
licenses, and the directly 
responsible person may be 
subject to a fine of up to RMB
500,000.
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Legislative Updates – Data Security Law

Key Takeaways

Policy Framework
Review the existing policies and guidelines and make amendments to 
ensure compliance with relevant requirements under the DSL.

Incident Response Establish a mechanism to deal with notification to users and authorities 
about data security incidents.

Trainings and 
Education

Provide education and training programs on data security to employees 
with a role in data processing, security, or compliance.

Data Operation Check if your data is from legal and proper sources, for example, by:
• clarifying the scope, purpose, method, and security measures of data 

collected in each business scenario if the data is directly collected by 
the company itself;

• ensuring that there are measures to verify or commitments as to the 
lawfulness of data sources and keep relevant records if the data is 
collected and provided by others.

Classification and 
Categorization of Data

Monitor updates issued by sectoral authorities and local authorities on 
catalogues of Important Data and National Core Data and ensure that they 
are implemented in your classification and categorization of data.
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Legislative Updates – Personal Information Protection Law

Definition of key terms

Personal 
information

Art. 4 Personal information is all kinds of information, 
recorded by electronic or other means, related to 
identified or identifiable natural persons, not including 
information after anonymization processing.

Sensitive 
personal 
information

Art. 28 Sensitive personal information means personal 
information that, once leaked or illegally used, may easily cause 
harm to the dignity of natural persons, grave harm to personal or 
property security, including information on biometric characteristics, 
religious beliefs, specially designated status, medical health, 
financial accounts, individual location tracking, etc., as well as the 
personal information of minors under the age of 14.
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Legal bases for processing

Art. 13 (1) obtaining individuals’ consent – separate consent required for certain 
situations, e.g. processing sensitive PI

Art. 13 (2) necessary to conclude or fulfill a contract, or 
necessary to conduct human resources management;

Art. 13 (4) necessary to respond to a public health 
emergency, or in an emergency to protect the safety 
of individuals’ health and property;

Art. 13 (3) necessary to fulfill statutory duties and 
responsibilities or statutory obligations;

Art. 13 (5) for purposes of carrying out news reporting 
and media monitoring for public interests;

Art. 13 (7) other circumstances as required by laws.

Art. 13 (6) processing of personal information that is 
already disclosed;

consent

contract

HR functions

legal obligation

health and 
safety

news/media 
reporting

miscellaneous

Legislative Updates – Personal Information Protection Law

disclosed
already
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Personal information rights

• Right to information

• Right to access

• Right to correction/rectification

• Right to erasure/deletion

• Right to object to and restrict the processing of an individual’s 
data

• Right to data portability (but needs to satisfy conditions 
stipulated by the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC))

• Right to choose whether to be subject to automated decision-
making

• Right to withdraw consent

• Right to raise a complaint with the regulator

Legislative Updates – Personal Information Protection Law
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Legal liabilities and penalties

Art. 66 of the PIPL a fine of not more than 50 million CNY, or 5% of annual revenueAdministrative 
Penalties

Legislative Updates – Personal Information Protection Law

Civil Liabilities

Criminal 
Liabilities

Public Interest 
Lawsuit

Art. 69 of the PIPL Where the processing of personal information infringes upon 
personal information rights and interests and results in harm, and personal information 
processors fail to prove they are not at fault, they shall take responsibility for the 
infringement through compensation, etc. 

Art. 253 of the Criminal Law Infringement of Citizen’s Personal Information

Art. 70 of the PIPL If the processing entities infringe the rights and interests of a 
large number of individuals, the People’s Procuratorate and other designated 
organizations may file public interest lawsuits.



Hot Issues Affecting Tech 
Companies 
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Hot Issues Affecting Tech Companies 

• Data Localization and Cross-Border Transfer

 Security assessment by the government authority

 Certification by a qualified institution

 Standard Contract

• Multi-Level Protection Scheme (MLPS)

• Specific Regulations on Mobile Applications (Apps) 
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Cross-border Transfer of Personal Information

• Obtain separate consent of data subjects

• Carry out an internal risk assessment prior to cross-border transfer, and keep records of such 
transfers (Art. 55)

• Choose one of the following mechanisms to transfer personal information abroad (Art. 38)

 undergo a security assessment administered by the CAC (for CII operators and entities 
that transfer important data and a large volume of personal information); 

 obtain certification from “qualified institutions” in accordance with the rules of the CAC; 

 enter into a transfer agreement with the overseas recipient based on a “standard 
contract” to be published by the CAC; or 

 other transfer mechanisms permitted under other laws and regulations. 

Data Localization and Cross-Border Transfer
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Data Localization and Cross-Border Transfer 
- Security assessment 

Critical information 
infrastructure operators 
(CIIO)

• Personal information and important data should be stored within China
• Cross-border data transfers are subject to a government-led security assessment (and are not

permitted if they bring risks to the national security, public interests, or data subjects’ rights).

Non-CIIOs

The following data should be stored in China and subject to security assessment for cross-border
transfer:
• Personal information exceeding an amount threshold designated by CAC.
• Important data.

Sector-specific regulation Sector-specific regulations will also apply (Example: health big data and population health information).
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Data Localization and Cross-Border Transfer 
- Security assessment 

Triggering Criteria for Mandatory Government-led Security Assessment under the draft Security
Assessment Measures

Key Factors Triggering Criteria

Based on the “special 
identity” of the data 
controller

CIIO

Operators who possess personal information of over a 
million users

Based on the “sensitivity 
and scale” of the data to be 
transferred abroad

The data to be transferred includes “important data”

Cross-border transfer of personal information of over 
100,000 individuals or sensitive personal information of 
over 10,000 individuals

Other factors Other situations to be determined by the CAC

Regardless of whether the data transfer by a data processor triggers a CAC-led security assessment, the data processor is 
required to conduct a risk self-assessment on its data export before transferring any data outside of the PRC.
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Important Data - Security assessment 

Data that may fall under the scope of Important Data (Based on 
Important Data Categorization Guidelines)

Oil & Gas Coal Petrochemistry Electric Power

Communication Electronic 
Information

Steel Non-ferrous 
metals

Equipment 
Manufacturing

Chemical 
Industry

Defense Industry Other Industries

Geographic 
Information

Civilian Nuclear 
Facility

Transportation Postal Express

Water Resources Population &  
Health

Finance Credit

Food & Drug Statistics Meteorology Radio & TV

Marine 
Environment

E-commerce Others

Data

Important Data

Core Data

Three Level of Data

The DSL did not provide a clear scope of “important data,” but empowered regional and industry authorities to formulate 
specific catalogs. 
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Data Localization and Cross-Border Transfer 
- Certification

On June 24, 2022, China published the final version of the Certification Specification for Cross-
Border Processing of Personal Information.

1. Application scope: (i) among affiliates and subsidiaries; and (ii) by overseas data controllers.

2. To get a certification, the data exporter and recipient should satisfy the following requirements:

• sign a data transfer agreement that contains required clauses;

• appoint a data protection officer and set up a data protection department;

• establish and comply with a uniform set of data processing rules;

• conduct the personal information protection impact assessment before the cross-border data
transfer;

• take required measures to ensure the data subjects’ rights are protected.

3. The list of qualified certification institutions has not been published.
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Data Localization and Cross-Border Transfer 
- Standard Contract

On June 30, 2022, China published the draft version of the long-awaited standard contract for
the cross-border transfer of personal information.

1. Applicable only if all the following are satisfied:

• Non-CIIO

• Operators who process personal information of no more than 1 million individuals;

• Since January 1 of the previous year, the cumulative amount of personal information provided
overseas has not reached 100,000 individuals;

• Since January 1 of the previous year, the cumulative amount of sensitive personal information
provided overseas has not reached 10,000 individuals.

2. Data exporter should conduct the personal information protection impact assessment (PIPIA);

3. Data exporter should file the standard contract and the PIPIA report with the provincial competent
government authority within 10 working days after the standard contract takes effect.
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Multi-Level Protection Scheme (MLPS)

MLPS requirements and data security obligations

Multi-Level Protection Scheme

• Article 21 of the CSL provides that the country shall implement 

the rules for graded protection of cybersecurity. 

• Article 27 of the DSL reemphasizes the importance of the MLPS

by requiring all entities in China to carry out data processing 

activities in compliance with the data security requirements 

under the MLPS.

Data 
Security 
Obligations

Establishing and 
improving a data 
security 
management 
system

Organizing data 
security training

Taking technical 
and other 
necessary 
measures to 
ensure data 
security

Enhancing risk 
supervision

Taking 
appropriate 
measures to 
prevent data 
breaches
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Multi-Level Protection Scheme
.

1994
Regulations on 
Security 
Protection of 
Computer 
Information 
Systems

1999
Standards for 
Classifying Security 
Multi-Level Protection 
of Computer 
Information Systems

2007
Administrative 
Measures for the 
Graded 
Protection of 
Information 
Security

2008, 2010, 2012
Basic Requirements (GB/T 22239-2008)
Guidelines for Determination of Level 
(GB/T 22240-2008)
Technical Requirements for Security 
Design (GB/T 25070-2010) and 
Requirements for Evaluation (GB/T 
28448-2012)

2017
Cybersecurity 
Law

2018
Regulation on Multi-
Level Protection for 
Cybersecurity

2018, 2019, 2020
Basic Requirements (GB/T 22239-2019), 
Guidelines for Determination of Level (GB/T 
22240-2020), 
Requirements for Evaluation (GB/T 28448-2019), 
Technical Requirements for Security Design (GB/T 
25070-2019), 
Guidelines for Evaluation (GB/T 28449-2018), and
Technical Guidelines for Evaluation (GB/T 36627-
2018)

2020
Ministry of Public Security: 
Guiding Opinions on 
Implementing the Multi-Level 
Protection System for 
Cybersecurity and the 
Security Protection System 
for Critical Information 
Infrastructure

MLPS 1.0 MLPS 2.0
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Multi-Level Protection Scheme
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Multi-Level Protection Scheme

Determining the Steps for MLPS

Type of server Location

Application
Server

Should be deployed in China

Database
Server

Should be deployed in China

Level Total amount of sensitive PII Total amount of PII

Level 1 0-1,000 0-10,000

Level 2 1,000-10,000 10,000-100,000

Level 3 10,000-100,000 100,000-1,000,000

Level 4
≥100,000 ≥1,000,000

Level 5

Level Importance of the system 

Level 1 Low important system

Level 2 Medium important system

Level 3 High important system

Level 4 Extremely important system (only applicable to systems 
owned by State-owned enterprise or financial institution)Level 5

Prerequisite
• The system should be physically located in 

mainland China (including systems deployed on 
the cloud)

Step 1

Determine impact level of business information security
• Impact of data breach is based on the volume of personal 

information and sensitive personal information stored in 
the system

• Includes systems that cause social impact in case of 
problems, such as downtime or loss of sensitive 
information other than personal information

Determine impact level of system service security
• Impact of system failure to business operation is based 

on the importance of the system

Step 2

Step 3
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Multi-Level Protection Scheme

• Enterprises should identify systems and generate a system 
inventory based on the enterprises’ operations and plans.

• Based on the identified grading objects and their levels, 
enterprises should perform gap analysis with reference to the 
MLPS requirements and produce self-assessment reports. 

• Prepare grading documentation, arrange external expert 
reviews (level 2 or above), obtain approvals from authorities 
(where applicable), and submit filings to the relevant public 
security organs.

• Formulate security plans and determine cybersecurity tasks and 
their priorities, costs, and resources based on cybersecurity 
governance goals and findings from the MLPS assessment.

Proposed Compliance Path for MLPS 2.0
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Specific Regulations on Mobile Applications (Apps) 

Technology sector specific regulations follow the general principles under PIPL, DSL and CSL, but they impose 
additional privacy and cybersecurity obligations.

• Method for Identifying the Illegal Collection and Use of Personal Information by Apps (2019) (“Method”) describes 31 
specific types of illegal personal information activities and divides them into 6 categories.

• “Failure to inform the data subjects of the data collection and use rules” 

• “Failure to expressly state the purpose, method and scope of collecting and using personal information”

• “Collecting or using personal information without the consent of users”

• “Collecting personal information unrelated to the services they provide in violation of the principle of necessity”

• “Providing others with personal information without the consent”

• “Failure to provide the function of deleting or correcting personal information in accordance with the law” or “failure to 
provide complaints channels”
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Specific Regulations on Mobile Applications (Apps) 

• Administrative Provisions on Mobile Internet Application Information Services (2022) establish general 
requirements for App providers to：

• authenticate the real identity information of the users applying for registration. If users fail to provide real identity 
information, application providers shall not provide relevant services to them. (Art. 6)

• deploy technical measures to ensure data security and establish a full-process data security management system 
(Art. 11)

• not, for any reason, force users to consent to personal information processing, or refuse to provide their basic 
functions and services on the ground when users don’t agree to provide unnecessary personal information. (Art. 12)

• publish privacy notices (Art. 16.1)
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Key Takeaways

Proactive steps to mitigate the compliance risks that MNCs may face: 

• Perform data mapping to understand categories and location of data and identify important data, 
personal information, and sensitive personal information that the company is processing.

• Perform a gap analysis of the current data-related policies, both internal employee notice and external-
facing privacy notices and policies, to comply with the informed consent requirements.

• Establish a risk assessment process for major data processing activities, covering the processing of 
important data, (sensitive) personal information, and cross-border data transfer, including the internal 
assessment and government reporting obligations.

• Conduct the MLPS as soon as possible.

• Understand the localization requirements and (if required) implement localized storage within China.

• Understand the App-specific requirements and take actions to be fully compliant.
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